PRE-MATCH TIME SCHEDULE
Minutes prior to match start time is listed on the left, this is a 5-5-3 warm up schedule
30 min: On site in uniform, meet partner; complete vouchers; introductions to coaches, check
net, padding, benches, score table, game ball, playable area; discuss R1/R2 responsibilities,
meet host team administrator
5-5-3 PROTOCOL
20 min
Conference with coaches and captains. R2 Collect Rosters
17 min
Brief scorer and LJs
13 min
Hitting starts
13-8 min
Visitors hit 1st, Observe players
10 min
No more changes to the Roster
8-3 min
Home hits 2nd, Observe players
3 min
Both teams serve
2 min
Line ups due
0 min
Player introductions, National Anthem, First serve

PRE-MATCH CONFERENCE
OFFICIALS MANUAL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Introductions: captains, coaches, referees; home team has picked its bench
R2 Collects Roster
Local ground rules: Describe non-playable areas, vertical backboards, etc.
Review of rules regarding hair devices and jewelry
Coaches verify legal uniform and equipment
Explain ball retrieval procedure
Floor captains may call a time out or request a line up check from the court. Captains
may ask for clarification of a call but may not question a judgment call. They may also
request to confirm opponent’s server.
8. Review court protocol, greeting opponent, start of set, end of set, changing of courts,
and coin toss procedures before deciding set
9. Remind all of the expectations of good sportsmanship at all times
10. Ask the R2 if they have anything to add. Any questions? Remind captains to share this
info with their teammates before the match.
11. Conduct the coin toss. Repeat the selection of the winner of the coin toss
HAVE A GOOD MATCH!
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PRE-MATCH CONFERENCE WITH CAPTAINS AND COACHES
Good evening ladies and gentlemen, please introduce yourselves and shake hands.
(While they are doing that continue)
I am John Smith and I will be the First Referee, the Second Referee for today is Sally Jones. The
home team (Red) has already picked their bench and side. Coaches do you have your rosters?
Local ground rules: we are playing the white lines all the way around, the area behind the
benches and the score table is non-playable area, the backboards are down, so if a ball hits a
backboard that could be a possible replay, play until you hear a whistle.
Ladies, remember hair devices made of soft material, bobby pins, flat clips and flat barrettes
are also allowed.
Coaches, Are your teams in legal uniforms and equipment? Shag your own balls. The line judges
will not.
Floor captains may: call a Time Out or request a line up check from the court and may ask for a
clarification of a call but may not question a judgment call.
Court protocol tonight will be as follows:
After player introductions, I will whistle for both teams to shake hands at the net, the end-ofset procedure will be when I whistle for end of set, both teams will either immediately change
courts by going around the poles or go straight to their benches if we are not changing sides.
Just a reminder, ladies, let’s have good sportsmanship at all times, Sally do you have anything
to add? Are there any questions?
Red, who will be your speaking captain, #8? Blue, who will be your speaking captain, #25?
On this coin toss the winner an choose to serve or receive.
Blue, you are the visitor who will be calling the coin toss, #25, Are you ready?
Call it in the air please. Coin is tossed, (Blue calls heads) coin is pan-caked and then revealed, it
is heads, Blue, Do you wish to serve or receive? SERVE, OK, good luck ladies. (R2 informs the
scorer of the outcome of the coin toss and marks their LUC). The captains can leave. At this
time I suggest you ask both coaches what kind of warm-ups they want. Coaches what kind of
warm-up do you want?
5-5-2, OK, Thank you, Good luck
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